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[Archeological explorations of Qalaichi, which is located in northwestern Iran, have uncovered the 
existence of distinctive glazed bricks that were determined as belonging to the Mannaean culture. These 
glazed multicolor bricks were baked in different conditions and transformed into various forms. They feature 
combined drawings of plants, geometry, animals, humans, and mythological figures, thus making them 
generally comparable to bricks collected from other Assyrian sites. Given that the illustrations revolve 
around subjects that are similar to those appearing on Near Eastern Art, the designs of the bricks in Qalaichi 
can be evaluated as belonging to the first millennium B.C.] 
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1. Introduction 
 

The ancient site of Qalaichi is located approximately 10 km northeast of the modern town of 
Boukan in West Azarbaijan province. It is about 200 m close to the west of Qalaichi village (Fig. 1). 
Yagmaei (1985) excavated Qalaichi for the first time in 1884–1985, during which he distinguished 
the culture characterizing Qalaichi from that of the Iron Age. The findings uncovered the presence of 
distinctive glazed bricks, which were referred to as belonging to the Mannaean culture, but these 
results were only briefly published in a short newspaper (Yagmaei, 1985) 

The most important finding of Yagmaei is part of an 80×150 cm Aramaic inscription containing 
13 lines, as determined through a translation and interpretation (Bashash 1996; Fales, 2003; Lemaire, 
1998) and particularly, a phrase regarding Haldi in Izirtu. New Assyrian texts explicitly verify that 
“Izirtu/Zirtu” was the capital of Mannaea. This theory is supported by the high quality of the 
discovered material (Kargar, 2004; Mollazadeh, 2008). 

After a lapse of several years, Kargar resumed excavations of Qalaichi. The gap between the 
beginning of the first excavation to the subsequent dig encouraged the trading of some Qalaichi 
artifacts, especially painted and glazed bricks, in unauthorized antique markets or their sale to many 
museums around the world; some of these illegally traded/sold bricks have been studied (Mousavi, 
1994).  Tepe Qalaichi is regarded as belonging to Iron Age III, which encompasses cultural periods 
belonging to Mannaea. The three cultural phases of Mannaea are referred to as Ia, Ib, and Ic.  
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Ia is the most superficial cultural phase of Mannaea in Qalaichi. Architectural documents 
indicate the presence of structures with several small rooms made of adobe walls, which are adorned 
with paintings of plants, geometry, animals, and human beings located at the center of a tepe (“hill”). 
The units were directly constructed on an old columned rock block. Unfortunately, the architecture is 
no longer seen at the site because it was ruined by antique looters following a 15-year search gap. 

Ib is the second constructional phase at the site, dating back to the late seventh and eighth 
centuries B.C., according to documentations of pottery. Aramaic stone inscriptions were found to 
belong to this phase. Inscriptions that point to Haldi, Urartu‘s king of gods and the god of war, and 
Hadad, the Aramaic god of thunder worshiped by the Mannaeans and presented in transposition, 
imply a treaty of friendship agreed upon as the Mannaeans subjugated the Urartu kingdom. 

 
        Figure 1. Location of Qalaichi in northwestern Iran. 
 

2. Glazed Bricks in Iran and Mesopotamia 
  
The early use of glaze in architectural decoration is best attested to by the case of Iran, notably 

at Choga Zambil, although glazed bricks and tiles of the later second millennium have also been 
discovered at Ashur and Dur-Kurigalzu (Reade & Finkel, 2014). Some glazed bricks belonging to 
the Middle Elamite period were found during archaeological excavations at Choga Zambil. These 
bricks were decorated and painted on one peripheral surface and glazed and used as décor for walls 
(Razmjou, Tite, Shortland, Jung, & Hauptmann, 2004). Making glazes for bricks and obtaining 
different color glazes were known in the ancient Near East (Sauvage, 1998). A number of 
monochromatic painted tile-shaped bricks were found in the Median site of Baba Jan (Goff, 1969, 
p. 128 f). Similar artifacts from other Iron Age sites, such as Ziwiye, Hasanlu, Rabat, and Boukan, 
were also discovered. The use of glazed bricks reached its peak, both in terms of technique and 
design, in the Achaemenid period. Glazed friezes were first constructed at Susa, perhaps by the 
instruction of the designers and engineers of Darius, as decorating elements for new royal palaces 
(Razmjou et al., 2004). 

 
3. Qalaichi Bricks 

 
The most significant architectural decorative elements of Qalaichi are its bricks, which were 

baked under different conditions and sculpted into various forms. The paste used to make the bricks 
consisted of sand, fine sand, and sometimes, straw. The constituent common to all the bricks is 
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probably limestone characterized by white fine and coarse particles. No trace of mortar was found 
on the bricks. On this basis, scholars determined that the dry stone method was used in constructing 
stone structures and brick monuments (Niakan, 1999); even in cases wherein the bricks were hard 
placed, grinding and/or re-forming measures were taken. The forms of Ib bricks seen in Qalaichi 
are as follows: 

 
1. Square bricks 
2. Half bricks 
3. Quarter bricks 
4. Thin bricks 
5. Formed brick molds 
6. Glazed tiles 
  
Square bricks were coated with a thick reddish and ocher mud of different size and 

thicknesses. The difference in size is visible from the thick sections of one side of the bricks. 
Square bricks took two forms, namely, simple bricks and glazed multicolor variants. The bricks 
were often painted in polychromatic colors, such as blue, bluish white, yellow, yellowish white, 
white, beige, and azure.  

Many of the glazed bricks had predesigned drawings so that the contours were initially drawn 
in black ink. The drawings were then painted and glazed using predetermined colors. Other 
samples were simply double-glazed. The drawings on glazed multicolor bricks are combined 
illustrations of plants, geometry, animals, humans, and mythological features, making the bricks 
generally comparable to those collected from Assyrian and Nimrud sites (Curtis, 2003). Combined 
hybrid drawings were drawn on the sides or two adjacent sides of bricks. The scenes drawn onto 
bricks were divided into many subjects, and a predetermined complete drawing took form through 
the arrangement of bricks together or their placement on top of one another (Fig. 2a).  

The plant drawings feature an embraced lotus (octamerous leaf flower), with a circular core 
painted in simple flowers or each drawn inside black lines that are inked within black surrounding 
circles at one or two adjacent brick sides. A recently discovered sample contains two designs: one 
with a dotted center and simple petals and another with dotted petals (Fig. 2b). This brick is 
comparable to other artifacts found at Babylon.  

                                                                                            

(a) (b) 
Figure 2. (a) Painted and glazed brick.;      (b) painted and glazed.  
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The bricks on which plants were drawn also contain drawings of pomegranate foliage and 
blooms on a broken brick.  

Geometric subjects include simple concentric circles, concentric circles placed in black 
contours, braided circles (cord-like figures), zigzags, decorative gigs surrounded by circles, and 
milled figures drawn on bricks’ sides. Concentric and braided circles are commonly found on one 
or two adjacent sides, indicating their function as decorative elements of monuments and 
structures. Decorative castellanus figures also reflect an Urartu theme. 

Animals, humans, and mythological figures were separately drawn on bricks, with each 
drawing reflecting a distinct meaning. White bull paintings with lemon-yellow pinnules, flapped 
tails, and profiled bodies; full-faced horned heads; and profiled winged goddesses with double-
whipped tails, which were illustrated in detail on bricks, are the other mythologically related 
Mannaean artifacts found in Qalaichi (Fig. 3).  

 
 
 

 
Figure 3. Painted and glazed brick showing winged man. 

  
Artifacts such as the shell sphinx are well-known Mesopotamian forms of art found especially 
during the Assyrian period at Nimrud (Mallowan, 1966, p. 399 fig 328).  

Considering the figures drawn on the surfaces, sides, or adjacent sides of bricks, 
polychromatic full-sized bricks were used in façades, sides, and brick monuments, respectively. 
Some black signs appear on the back or sides of some bricks. These signs could not be properly 
interpreted, but scholars have determined that they were used as a typical credit code associated 
with the usage of bricks in specific areas of a structure in accordance with location and the 
signature of the maker. 

Half bricks are half of full-sized bricks and took two forms, namely, simple and glazed 
variants. Glazed half bricks were painted blue, sky blue (bluish white), white, beige, azure, and 
lemon yellow (yellowish white) and were used in façades and/or corner facades. 

Quarter bricks are rounded-corner bricks that are one-fourth of a full-sized brick. They visibly 
vary in size and thickness and were sculpted into simple, smoothly glazed, and glazed multicolor 
variants. The monochromatic glaze applied to the bricks line the surfaces, sides, or two adjacent 
sides of the bricks. Vague combined drawings and plant figures, including a lotus (eight-petal 
flower), are seen on polychromatic bricks. These images were also drawn in consideration for the 
bricks’ function as elements in facades and/or corner façades at one or two adjacent sides.  
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Thin bricks are 3.5–5 cm thick and often lack any coverage. Some are covered with diluted 
wash and mud glazing. These simple materials were produced using an outstanding longitudinal 
and chamfered band. Simple thin bricks have rounded corners, and chamfered variants were used in 
accordance with their function in façades and corners, that is, usage on one chamfered side, a side 
with two chamfered sides, and two adjacent chamfered sides. 

Formed bricks are polygonal or unconventional brick constructs produced in simple and 
glazed variants. Some of these bricks are angle sided, whereas others are in puzzle form. The 
internal body of some of the bricks is deep and convex with stands that enable attachment to other 
bricks. Similar bricks were found in Rabat (Kargar & Binandeh, 2009).  

Simple tiles, glazed tiles, or tiles glazed with outstanding signets can be classified as Ib bricks. 
These have rounded corners and were used in façades.  

The types of bricks discussed above constitute one of the important finds in Qalaichi. Some of 
the bricks that were obtained from excavations were presented in publications (Hassanzadeh & 
Mollasalehi, 2011; Kargar, 2004). Nevertheless, published discussions of these artifacts are limited. 
Many artifacts found during illegal excavations have found their way to different museums, with 
several of these illegally obtained antiquities introduced in academic articles (Cabuli, 1991; 
Mousavi, 1994). 

 
4. Glazed bricks 

 
4.1. Location 
The glazed bricks discussed here were discovered during 2006 excavations in Qalaichi. All of 

these were found in the southern part of the temple, in locations where several structures that still 
function were probably altered. 

4.1.1. Subsubsection 
(1) Glaze color: Yellow, white, black  
 Shape: Squarish tile 
 Size: 34×34×10 cm. 
Glazed squarish bricks were painted in white, black, and yellow with an azure background. 

The motif appearing on these artifacts is a beardless winged lion man or a winged lion with a 
human head; it is standing in an upright position, with its tail up and its back turned (Fig. 4). One of 
the well-known religious symbols in the Assyrian and Mannaean cultures is the winged lion with a 
human head. It is portrayed in artifacts from Assyrian, Elamite, and Achaemenid sites.  

The winged lion depicted on the bricks has a pair of multicolor wings, which are divided into 
several sections, each partitioned into rectangular units to indicate feathers. The depiction of wings 
combining a curved shaft atop a striated elbow finds close stylistic parallels in artifacts from the 
Assyrian and Elamite urban centers of Nimrud, Susa, and Arajan (Álvarez-Mon, 2011p, 314). The 
head is shaped similar to that of a beardless man, and a yellow ribbon is tied to the forehead. 
Similar illustrations have been seen in Urartu and Assyrian art. In Urartian art, the tail of the lion 
man is usually up and its back is turned, suggesting influence by Urartu. Other artifacts are in some 
ways comparable with the samples previously attributed to Qalaichi (Mousavi, 1994).  

(2) Glaze color: Yellow, white, black 
 Shape: Polygonal tile  
Glazed polygonal tile is composed of four joining fragments, but the artifact obtained is 

incomplete. It is glazed in white, black, and yellow with a blue background, and the motif 
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appearing on the tile is a nude winged goddess. It is an attractive and unique design but 
unfortunately only partially preserved. The head and one of the legs are lost (Fig. 5). The goddess 
is completely nude, with clearly indicated breasts, pronounced nipples, and a spiral-shaped navel. 
Her arms are spread at an angle. A close scrutiny of the tail and the shape of the leg indicates that 
part of the figure is a mixture of a lion and another animal. The arrangement of these glazed bricks 
is, in some respects, similar to that of bricks having a nude winged goddess found at Tepe Rabat 
(Kargar & Binandeh, 2009 pl. 9). Unfortunately, similar to the Qalaichi case, the Rabat artifact is 
incomplete, with part of the head broken; the head probably has a human face, similar to an image 
on a broken fragment showing a beardless man’s face (Kargar & Binandeh, 2009 pl.10). 

 The naked female figure also seems absent from “Assyrianized” Urartian work but may 
be present on post-Urartian Giyimli bronzes, perhaps as a return to indigenous traditions, as 
indicated in comparable figures of stelas from Hakkari (Reade & Finkel, 2014).     

 

  
     Figure 4. Beardless winged lion man.                         Figure 5. Nude winged goddess. 
 
(3) Glaze color: Yellow, white, red 
 Shape: Squarish tile 
 Size: Size: 34×34×10 cm 
Glazed squarish bricks were glazed in white, red, and yellow with an ocher background. Some 

pieces are bricks glazed on one narrow side. Many of these have geometric patterns; the piece 
examined in the current work has a horizontal decoration, but a small part of it was lost and broken. 
The brick surfaces were decorated with diamond motifs in yellow, white, and red alternatively (Fig. 
6). This type of brick can be compared with a painted fragment from Haft Tepe (Alvarez-Mon, 
2005, p. 162. fig.165).  

(4) Glaze color: Yellow, white, black 
 Shape: Squarish, broken 
 Size: Quarter, broken 
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This glazed tile fragment of a broken square brick was glazed in white, black, and yellow with 
on blue (?) background. Winged genius (?), whose right hand uses a cone-shaped object and wrists 
wear a yellow bracelet (Fig. 7). Most probably, in his left hand, he holds a small pail that would 
have contained a magical liquid or pollen. This type of brick is comparable to another Qalaichi tile 
that was previously presented (Hassanzadeh & Mollasalehi, 2011 fig. 4). 

Depictions of the winged genius differ in style and subject and can be seen on pottery, wall 
reliefs, metal works, painted bricks, ivory, and other artworks found in different sites. Stronach 
believed that this figure originated from a number of different sources, including Babylonia, 
Assyria, Elam, and Levant (Herrmann & Curtis, 1998). Its purpose was perhaps the protection of a 
place from bad fortune.  
 

 
(6) (7) 

Figure 6. Decorated brick with diamond motifs.  Figure 7. Painted and glazed brick showing  a winged genius. 
 
The wall reliefs show that the winged genius used in North Mesopotamia were prevalent 

particularly at Nimrud. A panel was taken from the remains of the northwest imperial palace at 
Nimrud, the capital of the Assyrian empire, and appears in reliefs on the walls of Ashurnasirpal II’s 
palace Kalhu and Sargon II’s palace Dur-Sharrukin. Between the bull colossi on the façade on 
either side would have been a long-haired bearded lahmu figure clutching a lion. At right angles to 
the façade are slabs with representations of winged apkallus (Barnett, Bleibtreu, & Turner, 1998, p. 
48). These images appear on the ivory artifacts found at Nimrud (Madhloom, 1970, p. 186). There 
are other references to apkallus as being purified humans that were sent to Apsû, the underground 
sweet water realm of Enki/Ea by Marduk, the ruler god (Atac, 2006). The apkallus of mythic times 
finds a parallel in the class of scholars and advisors that attended the Assyrian court, the ummānus, 
which simply means “master” or “expert” (Ataç, 2010, p. 151). At Khorsabad, a gateway arch with 
glazed bricks shows winged spirits carrying cones and buckets (Reade, 1995 p. 239 fig. 2), in 
addition to some of the cone-shaped clay objects found in last year’s excavations of Qalaichi (Fig. 
8). 
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Figure 8. Cone-shaped clay objects were found at Qalaichi. 
 

5. Discussion 
 
The tradition of glazed terracotta bricks as adornments began in southern Iran in thirteenth 

century B.C. The early use of glaze in architectural decoration is best attested to by the cause of 
Iran, at Choga Zambil and the Middle Elamite temple of Inshushinak (Cook, 2004, p. 59). 
Nevertheless, glazed bricks and tiles of the later second millennium have also been discovered at 
Ashur and Dur-Kurigalzu (Reade & Finkel, 2014).  

Glazed bricks were found in New Assyrian palaces from the ninth through the seventh 
centuries and may have been used in the decoration of the palaces (Cook, 2004); recent 
explorations uncovered the presence of these artifacts in northern Iraq at Satu Qala, an Assyrian 
site (van Soldt, Pappi, Wossink, Hess, & Ahmed, 2013). 

The existence of gazed and painted bricks in Mannaea and the extent to which they represent 
the Mannaean culture have been the subject of discussion. Evidence showed on Qalaichi for its 
polychromatic glazed brick panels that adorn walls. A considerable number of the collection was 
not found in their original location, but some of them were re-used in other structures in later 
periods.  

The bricks from Qalaichi feature representations of a nude winged goddess, a winged Genius, 
geometric patterns, a beardless winged lion man, and mythological images. The glazed bricks from 
Rabat are divided into different categories (Heidari & Afif, 2010) that parallel some of the Qalaichi 
bricks; both are related to the ninth to the seventh centuries B.C. 

At Qalaichi, some images were chosen to decorate bricks, and these images parallel those 
found in Rabat. All glazed brick tiles would have adorned the walls of a temple structure. Imagine 
the walls of a room covered with patterns of painted bricks. The high quality and quantity of the 
discovered material shows that the bricks were produced in the site or around Zagros workshops 
(Niakan, 1999). Given the similarity of the illustrations to the subjects appearing on Near Eastern 
Art, the brick designs were evaluated as belonging to the first millennium B.C.; some of these 
instances can be seen in Hasanlu ivory (Collins, 2006). Assyrian artists used their motifs during the 
New Assyrian period. 

The painting and quality of the bricks suggest that Qalaichi was a major temple of the 
Mannaean government. An analysis of the imagery on the bricks, in conjunction with evidence 
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from Assyrian stone reliefs and wall paintings, suggests that Mannaean art was influenced by 
Assyrian art. 
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